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Woodall Foundation Sponsors
Autistic Community from TK Ranch
As part of its ongoing mission, the Woodall Foundation recently
sponsored the residence of TK Ranch to a night of NBA hoops
action as the Dallas Mavericks hosted the Los Angeles Clippers
at the American Airlines Center in Dallas, Texas.
The TK Ranch is a fully
functioning community
that assists the needs
of autistic individuals
by providing them with
treatment,
education
and
opportunity
through a structured
living environment. In
addition to the therapy
and training received at
Martin Woodall (front right) with the
the
ranch,
each
TK Ranch autistic community
resident has certain
responsibilities that are
crucial to the daily
operations
of
the
community.
To reward them for all
their hard work, the
Woodall
Foundation
provided the TK Ranch
with over 40 tickets to
the Mavericks‛ game
and catered dinner for
TK Ranch show their Mavericks spirit
everyone in attendance.
while enjoying refreshments provided by the
Many of the ranchers
Woodall Foundation
had never been to a
Mavericks game before and were treated to a truly amazing
contest. The Mavericks trailed much of the game but were able
to rally in the 4th quarter, thanks in part to a great performance
by JJ Barea, and defeat the Clippers by a score of 100-98.
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Woodall Foundation 2008
Immunization Outreach Report

Turkey Tunes benefits
Woodall Foundation

The success of
the Care Van
sponsored
by
the
Woodall
Foundation and
the
Dal la s
Mavericks
Foundation has
continued
throughout 2008. By visiting neighborhood schools, churches,
parks and community events, the Caring for Children Foundation
was able to provide direct access to medical screenings and
immunizations for underserved children and their families. In
total, 50,354 Texas children were provided with 92,034
immunizations. For more information on the Care Van program
or to schedule a Care Van appearance, please visit
www.bcbstx.com/carevan.

This year the Woodall Foundation was
the proud beneficiary of Turkey Tunes
2008.
The annual concert featuring
local musicians was held on Sunday,
November 30 at Memphis Restaurant
and Club in Addison, Texas. The day
long acoustical show consisted of ten
different bands performing a mix of
original recordings and popular cover
songs. In addition to the live music,
those in attendance were able to bid on
several silent auction items donated by
local retailers and merchants.
The
Woodall Foundation would like to thank
Mark Heymann and the other volunteers
for their hard work and helping us “build
a brighter future for kids”.

The Butterflies Are Coming
The Texas Discovery Gardens is pleased to announce the Grand
Opening of the Rosine Smith Sammons Butterfly House coming on
September 12, 2009. Construction of the new exhibit is on
schedule, and much of the structure is already in place. A generous
grant from the Woodall Foundation in 2004 helped make this
project possible, and therefore the Grand Staircase leading to the
upper levels of the Conservatory will be named in our honor. Soon,
school children will gain hands on experience about the secret lives
of bugs, butterflies and botany in the newly-furbished Earth
Keepers Classroom.
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